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Regression: a practical approach (overview) 

In what cases we have the dichotomous output variables?

There are many situations for which the dependent or output variable have
the discreet format:

1. To be poor of not poor (binary case that take the values zero or one);

1. To have a given level of satisfaction about wellbeing (1: not satisfied 2:
partially satisfied 3: completely satisfied ) ordered statues

2. To have different alternatives of choice (traveling by : 1-car, 2-bus 3-plane)
non-ordered alternatives;

3. Etc.

How to model the probability of a having a given output of the discrete
outcome conditional on the observed set of covariate,s X?



Logit and probit models

Example: 
Are  the  probability of being poor  height for the households that live in rural 
area controlling by other factors?* 

– Outcome  variable (poor) – equals to:
• 1  if the individual is poor;
• 0  if the individual is non poor.

– Predictor (x) variables: 
o Number of children
o Sex of household head
o Age of household head
o Household size
o Rural/Urban area
o Education level of household head
o Synthetic indicators of education, health and housing dimensions of 

wellbeing (estimated with the reduction information techniques) .
*Source: ECAMII, Cameroonian household survey with 10992 observations



Logit and probit models

• Let F() be the function that links  the probability _i of having the output  
1 conditional to the predicted part, BX_i: 

_i=F(BX_i) 

• While _i is lower than or equals 1, BX_i may be greater than 1 . The first 
transformation that we need is by computing the odds of _i:  

odds_i = _i/(1- _i)

• While odds_i is greater than or equals 0 BX_i may be lower than 0. The 
second transformation allows  to have negative values for the BX_i : 

log(odd_i)= BX_i
• Based on this, we have :
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Unobserved Latent variable and observed outcome

• In economic models, we assume that the decision about a particular
course of action is based on the unobserved net benefit of the individual.
Even if this net benefit (Latent variable) is not observed, we can observe
the outcome of the decision, which is the limited dependent variable (for
instance the variable with 0/1 outcomes).
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Unobserved Latent variable and observed outcome

• Based on this latent model, we have also:

Where is the cumulative density function. Based on this, the
probability of observation y conditional to x is as follows

The log likelihood for observation i is:

We have to maximize the likelihood of the model with respect to
the vector of parameters .
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Logit and probit models

• Logit and probit models are basically the same, the difference is about the 
assumption in the distribution of probabilities _i:

• Logit – Cumulative standard logistic distribution (F)
• Probit – Cumulative standard normal distribution (Φ)

• Both models provide similar results.



Logit regression: what to look for

Let run the regression
gen poor=pcexp<250000
gen lsize = log(size)

logit poor   lsize nsc_educ,  robust

Binary outcome variable (y)

Predictor variables (X)

Options



Regression: what to look for

Logit coefficients are in log-odds units and cannot be read as 
regular OLS coefficients. To interpret you need to estimate the 
predicted probabilities of Y=1 (see next page).
With the latent models, the coefficient  measures the marginal 
impact on latent variable implied by increasing x by one unit.

Test the hypothesis that each coefficient is 
different from 1. To reject this, the t-value has 
to be higher than 1.96 (for a 95% confidence). 
If this is the case then you can say that the 
variable has a significant influence on your 
dependent variable (y). The higher the z the 
higher the relevance of the variable.

If this number is < 0.05 then your 
model is ok. This is a test to see 
whether all the coefficients in the 
model are different than zero.

Two-tail p-values test the hypothesis that each 
coefficient is different from 0. To reject this, the p-
value has to be lower than 0.05 (you could choose 
also an alpha of 0.10). In this case, nchild is 
statistically significant in explaining y.

ll_0: The likelihood of the null model  

ll_1: The likelihood of the model  

2*(ll_1-ll_0)

1- (ll_1/ll_0)



Regression: odds ratio

They represent the odds of Y=1 when X increases by 1 unit. 
These are the exp(logit coeff). 
If the OR > 1 then the odds of Y=1 increases
If the OR < 1 then the odds of Y=1 decreases
Look at the sign of the Logit coefficients

logit poor   lsize nsc_educ, robust or
/* Or */

logistic   poor   lsize nsc_educ, robust 



Regression: marginal effect (.mfx)

It is useful to show the marginal effect on the probability Pr(y=1), implied by
the marginal increase in a given explanatory variable. Using the chain rule of
derivation, we have:

Where is the density function.

Then, the marginal effect of the change of x on the probability is not constant
and vary with the level of independent variables.
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Regression: marginal effect (.mfx)

With the command mfx, that must proceed the regression, we can estimate
the marginal effects of the potential change in independent variables:



Regression: marginal effect (.mfx)

For the Probit regression, we can estimate the marginal effects of the potential
change in independent variables with the dprobit command:

The group with instruction tertiary level (4) have 35.8% a lower probability of
being poor.



Regression: predicting the probabilities : prob_i(y=1)

To generate the variable of predicted probabilities, after running the logit
regression,
type the command line:

predict y_bin_hat

Values of y_bin_hat are the predicted probabilities of y=1.



Logit regression: test and lrtest commands

test and lrtest commands respectively conduct the Wald test and 
likelihood ratio test. A large chi-squared rejects the null hypothesis that 
the parameter of education is zero.

Based on Wald test, we fail to reject the null hypothesis : 
H0 Coef(_inst_lev_2) = 0.



Logit regression: test and lrtest commands
xi: logit poor  lsize nsc_educ nsc_health i.inst_lev
estimates store All

logit poor lsize nsc_educ nsc_health _Iinst_lev_3 _Iinst_lev_4 
estimates store A1

lrtest (All) (A1), df(1)



Logit regression: the post command adjust

When  inst_lev = 1, the probability of y=1 is 0.61 (controlling by the 
other X’s)



Logit regression: the post command prvalue

The prvalue command lists predicted probabilities of positive and
negative outcomes for a given set of values for the independent
variables.



Godness of fit: the post command estat class

estat classification command reports various summary statistics, including the classification 
table. If the our model fits well the probabilities, it will produce well the observed ones. 
Assume a cutoff of 0.5 for the predicted probabilities to take to be recoded in 0/1 predicted 
probabilities.  How much the model reproduce the observed outcomes?

•We have 4594 poor.         Among them we find 3046 with Pr(y=1)>0.5 (the model reproduce for 66% of the true cases)
•We have 6398 non poor. Among them we find 5091 with Pr(y=0)<0.5 (the model reproduce for 79% of the true cases)
•Generally  the model  succeeds to  produce accurately 74% of the true outcomes. 



Godness of fit: the post command lroc

In signal detection theory, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC), or simply ROC
curve, is a graphical plot of the sensitivity, or true positives, vs. (1 − specificity), or
false positives, for a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is
varied.
In Stata, the ROC is by plotting the fraction of true positives (TPR = true positive
rate) vs. the fraction of false positives (FPR = false positive rate).

The higher is the area under the ROC curve, the better is the model.
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Godness of fit: the post command estat gof

estat gof

The Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit statistic is obtained by calculating the Pearson 
chi-square statistic from the 2×g table of observed and expected frequencies, where g is 
the number of groups. The statistic is written 

where 
N i is the total frequency of subjects in the ith group;

Oi is the total frequency of event outcomes in the ith group, and is the average estimated 
probability of an event outcome for the ith group. 

The Hosmer-Lemeshow statistic is then compared to a chi-square distribution with (g-n) 
degrees of freedom. The default is n=2. Large values of (and small p-values) indicate a 
lack of fit of the model. 
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Godness of fit: the post command estat gof

estat gof



Ordered Logit and probit models

When the observed outcome, which depend on the non observed net benefits, 
take more that two values, the Logit or Probit model can be generalized.  For 
instance the satisfaction 

– Outcome  variable: Poverty status
• 1  Severely poor;
• 2  poor;
• 3  non poor;

– Predictor (x) variables: 
o Number of children
o Sex of household head
o Age of household head
o Household size
o Rural/Urban area
o Education level of household head
o Synthetic indicators of education, health and housing dimensions of 

wellbeing (estimated with the reduction information techniques) .
*Source: ECAMII, Cameroonian household survey with 10992 observations



Ordered Logit and probit models

cap drop spoor
gen spoor=pcexp<150000
qui replace spoor= 2 if pcexp>150000
qui replace spoor= 3 if pcexp>250000
cap drop lsize
gen lsize = log(size)
xi: ologit spoor lsize nsc_educ i.inst_lev



The multinomial Logit model

With the ordered Logit or Probit models the alternative selections or states can 
be ordered based on net benefit cutoffs .  However if the alternative choices 
can not be –easily- ordered, we can use the multinomial Logit moded, also 
called polytomous Logit model

Example:
– Outcome  variable: Poverty status

• 1  Travelling by car;
• 2 Travelling by bus;
• 3 Travelling by plane;

– Predictor (x) variables: 
o Age
o Sex
o etc.



The multinomial Logit model

Let y be the outcome of the J+1 outcomes. The probability Pr(y=m|X) must be 
grater than 0. For this we operate the first transformation

To make the sum equals to 1, we define  the Pr(y=m|X)  as follows:

There is non unique solutions to estimate the parameters         . A convenient 
solution is to impose the constraint                (the associated parameters of the 
first alternative equals to zero).
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The multinomial Logit model

With this normalisation, we have: 

It follows that:  

This implies also that the ratio between two alternative probabilities 
is  independents for the rest. This is also called the IIA condition (Independent 
Irrelevant Alternatives) . Thus, among the tests to be made to validate the 
MLogit model is to test the IIA condition.  
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The multinomial Logit model

Example:
– Outcome  variable: Number of spouses

• 1 spouses;
• 2 spouses;
• 3 spouses; or more

– Predictor (x) variables: 
o Area 
o Level of instruction

Source of Data : ECAMII HH survey (2001)



The multinomial Logit moded

By this command line, we estimates the coefficients of the mlogit model

xi: mlogit nspouses i.inst_lev i.area



The multinomial Logit moded

xi: mlogit nspouses i.inst_lev i.area, rrr
By this command line, we estimates the odds ratio the mlogit
model. This is also called in the litterature the relative risk ratio



The multinomial Logit model

This post command allows to show many useful other statistics, like the odds 
ratio for the different categorical groups 

listcoef _Iinst_lev_2 _Iinst_lev_4, help



The multinomial Logit model : Testing the IIA condition
Alternative outcomes are “irrelevant.”  means that adding or deleting outcomes does 
not affect the odds among the remaining outcomes.  Hausman and Mc Faden (1984): 
Omitting an alternative will not change the  remain estimated parameter significantly. 

mlogtest, iia


